
Category III Physical science examples

Providing variety of phenomena

Matter and Molecules
Matter and Molecules provides a large number and variety of phenomena that
match the key idea that “molecules are in motion” but provides only one
phenomenon for the idea that “molecules are perpetually in motion.”  The
material provides experiences with different substances: sugar, water, perfume,
ammonia, different smells, and air. In each case, students are asked to explain
the phenomenon in terms of the motion of molecules.

•  Students observe the release of perfume (Science Book, p. 24s)
•  Students read about ammonia and lemon smells moving across a room

(Science Book, p. 24s)
•  Students sit on a basketball and observe that the ball does not get flat. Then

they consider what is holding them up. (Suggested response: The air inside is
made of molecules, which hit the inside of the ball and push back out on it.)
(Science Book, p. 27s)

•  Students place their thumb firmly over the end of a syringe, push it in as far
as it will go, let go of the plunger, and observe the plunger moving back out.
(Science Book, p. 28s)

•  Students are asked to consider what will happen if a scuba tank full of air is
opened.
Students read that when the valve is opened, the air rushes out – one can
hear it making a rushing noise.  (Science Book, pp. 30-31s)

•  When a tea bag is put into a cup of water, students observe wavy lines under
the tea bag and taste the water. (Science Book, p. 34-35s)

•  Students are asked to predict what would happen if they let the cup stand
overnight:
Would the sugar rise to the top, settle to the bottom, or spread evenly
throughout the water? (This is the only “experience” that supports the idea
that molecules are constantly moving) (Activity Book, p. 26s)

•  Students read about the smell of vinegar spreading out (Activity Book, p. 48s)
•  Evaporation of water (The idea of constantly moving molecules is explicitly

linked to the evaporation of water. To explain evaporation, though, many
additional ideas are needed.) (Science Book, p. 54-55)

However, there are no phenomena that relate to the motion of particles in solids.
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